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ABSTRACT 

 The Coronavirus (COVID-19) flare-up, which started in China, has tainted countless 
individuals. Its spread has left organizations around the globe tallying costs. Financial specialists 
have been stressed over the effect of the coronavirus as it spreads outside of China. Enormous 
moves in financial exchanges, where participates in organizations are purchased and sold, can 
influence interests in certain sorts of benefits or individual investment accounts .The Financial 
Times Stock Exchange (FTSE), Dow Jones Industrial Average and the Nikkei have all observed 
sharp falls since the episode started. As per a recent report directed in New York City in 2020, 
analysts discovered microorganisms living on the outside of money, going from mouth and 
vaginal microscopic organisms to influenza like infections. The World Health Organization 
(WHO) prescribes washing hands in the wake of taking care of cash, particularly before eating 
nourishment. Furthermore, credit cards are not really any progressively clean: Microorganisms 
can move to visas in comparable manners and retail location terminals are utilized by numerous 
people. Hence moving to intangible forms of money such as cryptocurrency would be a safe exit 
for all individuals, business organizations and governments at this crucial time of Covid-19. The 
purpose of this research paper is to answer the following questions: (1) How to keep the various 
businesses within the cryptocurrency economy running well in the event of a coronavirus 
spread? (2) Why Cryptocurrency would be a Safe haven during the coronavirus crisis? (3) How 
Coronavirus: has shaken the worldwide economies? and (4) What is the Likely Recovery Path? 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

 When taking a gander at money, “from the beginning of time, money has taken one of 

two structures: physical resources, similar to gold or dots, and fiat money, similar to 

government-sponsored paper and coins. Bitcoin and its brethren present a third classification: 

advanced monetary forms that sudden spike in demand for a mix of game hypothesis, financial 

aspects, and cryptography, in this way, cryptocurrencies” (Bouoiyour & Selmi, 2020). This 

advancement of Bitcoin and other computerized monetary forms at that point started a wide 

scope of cryptographic forms of money that followed Bitcoin. While there are a great many 

diverse advanced monetary standards and tokens, some particular varieties incorporate coins 

with not so much charges but rather more versatility, (for example, Litecoin), protection coins, 

(for example, Monero), and tasks (like Ethereum) that have set up shrewd agreements, which 

can guarantee that an agreement's commitments are met before coins are traded. Given the 

extended elements of new advanced and cryptographic forms of money, any discussion about 

computerized monetary forms can no longer simply be restricted to Bitcoin (Wu et al, 2019;  

Abdeldayem et al, 2020; Navel, 2015; Ziaurrahman, 2019; Musab, 2015; Mechkour, Anouar and 

Lotfi, Said, 2018). 

 The coronavirus episode that began in the Chinese city of Wuhan has spread speedily 

the nation over and past its outskirts, leaving governments scrambling to moderate individual 

to-individual transmission of the infection (Ashley Collman, 2020).  Similarly as with a few 

emergencies, the repercussion of the coronavirus can likewise be felt in the worldwide economy 

just as the financial markets. Numerous examiners contrast the coronavirus with the 2003 

SARS. Despite the fact that this can offer helpful data, there are sharp dissimilarities between 

the two time frames to represent (see figure 1 below). China has right now an a lot bigger piece 

of the worldwide economy and markets than it was 17 years back. As indicated by World Bank 

measurements, a lot of worldwide exchange expanded to around 14% in 2019 contrasted with 

5% in 2003. Besides, a lot of the MSCI Emerging Markets Index has ascended to practically 

35% in 2019 from 8% in 2003 (James Griffiths, 2020; Stephanie Young and Feliz Solomon, 

2020; McAfee Labs Threats Report, 2019; BBC News, 2019 & 2020).  
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Figure (1) The Financial costs of coronavirus: A comparison with the 2003 SARS 

Source: MSCI Economics Exposure Database, IMF World Economic Outlook, World Bank. 

 The ongoing Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) flare-up in China beginning December 

2019 has caused serious decimation both as far as human lives and rising financial expenses. The 

dread of presentation to COVID-19 contamination limits people in general, when all is said in 

done, to visit the lodgings, eateries and multiplexes. Thusly, business misfortunes are mounting. 

Many universal aircrafts suspended their administrations in China, other than global lodging 

networks are offering refunds. Preventive measures are taken at transportation ports disturbing 

the free development of Cargo coming about monetary reductions (Chris Buckley & Steren Lee 

Myers, 2020; Zhang, 2018).   

 While the Chinese securities exchange trembled by early January 2020, Cryptocurrency 

costs followed a tough direction. The taking off Cryptocurrency costs in the midst of waning 

traditional money related resource returns made a buzz in the media. Along these lines, re-

lighted the conversation on the supporting and place of refuge possibilities of Cryptocurrency. 

In the ongoing past, a few examinations have exactly inspected the strength of Cryptocurrency 

against macroeconomic difficulties (Abdeldayem et al, 2020; Jana & Das, 2020; Bouri et al., 

2017a; Das et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2019). The plenty of studies can be ordered into two 

expansive strands of writing. The principal strand of writing might be named as “defenders” of 

Cryptocurrency as a viable supporting instrument. For example, Bouri et al., (2017a); 

Abdeldayem & Aldulaimi (2020a) consider Cryptocurrency as a fence against the worldwide 

money related market vulnerability.  

 The second strand of writing, unexpectedly, might be alluded to as “adversaries” 

perspective on Cryptocurrency as a compelling supporting instrument. The examinations right 

now writing discover no or feeble supporting or place of refuge capacities of Cryptocurrency. 

Bouri et al., (2017b), Corbet et al (2020) and Chohan (2020) imply that Cryptocurrency is a poor 

support regarding stocks, bonds, gold and oil, subsequently, can be utilized for portfolio 

expansion as it were. 
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows: First, we answer the question of how to keep the 

various businesses within the cryptocurrency economy running well in the event of a 

coronavirus spread? Second, we investigate why Cryptocurrency would be a Safe haven 

during the coronavirus crisis. Third, we analyze how Coronavirus: has shaken the worldwide 

economies? Fourth, we introduce the likely recovery Path; and finally, we conclude and provide 

some recommendations.  

II. ANALYSIS, DISCUSSION AND EMPIRICAL FINDINGS 

First: How to keep the various businesses within the cryptocurrency economy 

running well in the event of a coronavirus spread? 

 Digital currencies have been feeling the squeeze this year (2020), auctioning off couple 

with conventional resources as financial specialists attempt to cost in the coronavirus episode 

that has closed down economies universally. Meanwhile, contentions that advanced monetary 

standards go about as asylums have lost steam, with Bitcoin declining over 25% in March 2020. 

The biggest computerized token is on pace for its third back to back quarterly decay (see figure 

2 below).  In any case, numerous financial specialists stay bullish on advanced resources as 

central banks the world over find a way to support their economies. Extremely rich person 

financial specialist “Mike Novogratz” of Galaxy Digital Holdings Ltd., for example, confirmed 

that in March 2020 he has pre-owned late plunges to purchase Bitcoin (Brianna Abbott, et al, 

2020).  

 Central banks keep on printing cash and course it through costly systems of individuals 

and banks, further blowing up obligation. A decentralized cash and trade like cryptocurrency 

breaks this pattern of cash spillages. Hence, digital currencies rising more grounded after the 

pandemic COVID-19 settles. On last day of March 2020, Bitcoin fell 6.7% in New York to 

exchange around $6,346. Other cryptocurrencies, including Litecoin and Monero XRP, 

additionally expanded. The Bloomberg Galaxy Crypto Index lost as much as 10% during the 

meeting (Bouoiyour & Selmi, 2020; Bloomberg, 2020). 

 

Figure (2) GTI Vera Convergence Divergence Indicator Flashes buy signal for index 
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Source: Bloomberg, March, 2020 

Bitcoin May Need Months to Recover  

 Bitcoin is in a bad way after its staggering tumble in the end of March 2020 and a 

recuperation may take months, as indicated by Fundstrat Global Advisors LLC (2020) (see 

figure 3 below).  The biggest digital money is exchanging about 40% underneath its mid-

February 2020 high, with an especially outstanding drop between March 12 and 13 of 2020, 

when it lost more than $3,000 in around 16 hours. Presently it has broken beneath its 2015-2020 

upturn, leaving its value activity “severely undermined,” as indicated by Bloomberg in March 

2020. This has all been occurring as resources from stocks to bonds and monetary forms battle 

to factor in the tremendous hit to worldwide development originating from the coronavirus. 

The image is not all misery and fate however, Bitcoin has held over its 200-week normal, which 

indicates a significant long haul basic help level for most resource classes, and one that worked 

for the digital money in both 2015 and 2018 (Corbet et al, 2020; Barnes et al, 2020). 

 

Figure (3) Bitcoin Volatility during the time of COVID-19 

 In addition, new companies inside terrain China have been compelled to take 

countermeasures to the life-changing disturbance of the coronavirus, for example, a total 

redesign of the work-from-home convention and treatment of in-person gatherings, the last of 

which frequently speaks to a basic wellspring of contact and income for the cryptographic 

money startup biological system inside China. The decentralized idea of the digital currency and 

blockchain space has been a specific bit of leeway for this kind of arranging, the same number 

of tech laborers are as of now acclimated with getting modern ventures off the ground without 

having to truly assemble at a corporate place of business (Bouri et al, 2019).   
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 As per Bouoiyour & Selmi (2019 a & b), a large number of the organizations in the 

space have built up their own particular manners to battle the danger of coronavirus, and there 

is certainly proof that the innovative soul is going solid too. Effectively, a global gathering of 

designers has been giving a “CoronaCoin,” with its inventory dependent on the quantity of 

announced deaths. With the advantage previously assailed as a dreary joke, the makers have 

shielded their activities, contrasting it with the World Health Organization's (WHO) issue of 

pandemic bonds, which gather an incentive along these lines. In spite of the fact that this 

specific endeavor appears to be something of a dud, it represents a decent contextual 

investigation for the truth that the space's engineers are eager to accept this undertaking. In the 

case of nothing else, it will take significantly more to flatten the excitement we have seen.  

 Das et al (2019) and Ship Technology (2020) point out that the subject of how to keep 

the different organizations inside the cryptographic money economy running admirably in case 

of a coronavirus spread is especially pertinent for various reasons. As the customary financial 

exchange has been supporting substantial blows due to the coronavirus, the estimation of 

cryptocurrency and different digital currencies has been generally higher, however the market 

has dropped significantly (see figure 4 below). Some financial experts have guessed on the 

potential impacts of this decay, asserting that a dive in cryptocurrency's valuation nearby an 

interruption in the organizations of the crypto network could have long arriving at suggestions 

for the eventual fate of the space.  

 

Figure (4) The evolution of Bitcoin price and its response to coronavirus 

Source: CoinDesk (www.coindesk.com/price). 

The accomplishment of cryptocurrency as a money for what has to come is not subject to its 

cost at some random time. Rather, cryptocurrency will have the option to flourish as long as the 

individuals who make up the crypto space can regard it as a living thing, keeping the motors of 

monetary arrangements alive while the network can cling to its confidence in a crypto future. 
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Second: Why Cryptocurrency would be a Safe haven during the coronavirus crisis? 

 The progressing spread of coronavirus is driving establishments around the globe to 

reconsider one especially germy surface that most customers contact each day: i.e. money. In 

February 2020, South Korea's national bank said it was removing all banknotes from course for 

about fourteen days, and consuming a few, to decrease the spread of the infection, as per 

Reuters in March 2020. It chases after China's enormous activity profound cleaning conceivably 

contaminated money with bright light and high temperatures, and now and again, wrecking it. 

The treated money originates from high-hazard disease zones, for example, emergency clinics. 

Further, in March 2020, the Louver exhibition hall in Paris restricted money in the midst of the 

episode. Its choice to acknowledge just visa installments was a piece of a push to cause staff 

members to feel progressively great about coming back to work (Eric Werner, et al 2020; 

Associated Press, March 2020). The worries over money come as the worldwide number of 

individuals tainted by the coronavirus exceeds 1000,000, for the most part in USA, Italy and 

China. The flare-up may simply drive up appropriation of versatile installments, a more current 

innovation that has since quite a while ago trailed behind money in the US, as per Aaron Press 

of research firm IDC. 

 Portable and contactless installments alternatives go from Apple Pay, Samsung Pay and 

Google Pay, where purchasers use cell phones or smartwatches to pay in stores, to charge cards 

with a NFC chip, permitting customers to hold them close to a peruser to pay. Cryptocurrencies 

such as Bitcoin, Ethereum (ETH), Litecoin (LTC), Ripple (XRP), Monero (XMR) and Dash are 

boding well for what reason people need to utilize a telephone or card in a contactless domain, 

particularly where no mark is required as a component of the procedure and they do not need to 

contact the terminal (Abdeldayem and Aldulaimi, 2020b). Instacart now offers conveyances that 

do not require human contact in the midst of coronavirus fears. A few organizations have just 

reached flawed surfaces. Starbucks incidentally suspended the utilization of individual cups and 

tumblers at its North American stores and Instacart turned out doorstep conveyance that does 

not require human contact (Krishnan, 2020).  

 In any case, the Louver's push to control the trading of physical money could conflict 

with the Bank of France's position on expecting organizations to acknowledge money. 

Simultaneously, numerous urban areas in the US, including New York City, San Francisco and 

the territory of New Jersey, have likewise passed enactment to require money acknowledgment, 

as a great many Americans do not have financial balances or charge cards. (Money remains the 

most oftentimes utilized type of installment in the US, speaking to about 30% everything being 

equal, as per the Federal Reserve) (Bouoiyour, Jamal and Refk Selmi. 2020; Bouoiyour & Selmi, 

2020). 
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CoronaCoin: Cryptocurrency that bets on coronavirus deaths 

 Because of the COVID-19 spread, a new cryptocurrency emerged called 

“CoronaCoin”. CoronaCoin is a Cryptocurrency that wagers on coronavirus deaths. This 

Bitcoin, like cryptographic money works on coins called tokens that diminish as more beyond 

words are tainted; shortage of tokens lead to pick up in estimation of advanced cash.  Some 

Europe-based designers have made a digital currency named CoronaCoin, that lets individuals’ 

money in on the quantity of individuals who kick the bucket or become sick due to coronavirus. 

In a somewhat bland strategy, this Bitcoin-like cryptographic money works on coins called 

tokens that diminish as more beyond words get contaminated. The shortage of tokens lead to 

pick up in the estimation of the computerized money. According to its designers, it is all out 

stock depends on the total populace - around 7,604,953,650 (more than 7 billion). (Chambers, 

2020). 

 The computerized money's tokens are burned like clockwork, contingent on the 

quantity of deaths during those hours. As the quantity of tainted/dead from the infection 

expands, the quantity of tokens is physically burned like clockwork, with the quick ascent in the 

quantity of contaminated individuals; the tokens are additionally consuming quick. “A few 

people theorize an enormous segment of the inventory will be scorched because of the spread 

of the infection, so they contribute” Sunny Kemp, a client who recognized himself as one of the 

designers, told Reuters (Bouoiyour & Selmi, 2020).  

 As of 27th of March 2020, a sum of 85,366 tokens has been scorched. The 

computerized cash designers, be that as it may, plan to give 20 % of the cash to Red Cross by 

means of its 2019-n COV aid venture. In addition, they will utilize a notable cryptographic 

money installments processor to give cash each month.  On netizens bringing up issues over the 

"dull" thought, Kemp appears to oppose this idea. He guarded the thought, saying the World 

Health Organization (WHO) likewise gave pandemic bonds. “How is that unique,” he inquired. 

CoronaCoin is additionally sponsored by verification of death dependent on measurements 

acquired from the World Health Organization (WHO), its designers guarantee (Chohan, 2020).  

 The mechanism of CoronaCoin works as follows:there is set number of tokens on the 

planet: 7,604,953,650. The all out number of tokens is equivalent to the number of inhabitants 

on the planet at the hour of printing the tokens. As the quantity of contaminated/dead from the 

infection builds, the quantity of tokens is physically burned at regular intervals. So for each one 

contamination, one token is burned.  

Third: How Coronavirus has shaken the worldwide economies? 

 The Coronavirus (Covid-19) flare-up, which started in China, has tainted countless 

individuals. Its spread has left organizations around the globe tallying costs. Financial specialists 

have been stressed over the effect of the coronavirus as it spreads outside of China. Enormous 

moves in financial exchanges, where partakes in organizations are purchased and sold, can 
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influence interests in certain sorts of benefits or individual investment accounts (Barnes et al, 

2020).  

 According to Bloomberg (2020) & Jabotinsky & Sarel, (2020).  in the second half of 

March, 2020 the Dow Jones saw its greatest one day decay since 1987.  The business sectors by 

and large have seen significant swings and proceeded with unpredictability. The US national 

bank has sliced financing costs because of mounting concerns. That should, in principle, make 

obtaining less expensive and urge spending to help the economy. Overall, COVID-19 has 

affected not only the life style of people worldwide, but also the global economy as follows: 

1- It impacts on global stock market since the start of the outbreak 

2- Economic growth (GDP) has negatively affected and is expected to significantly slow 

down during 2020. 

3- Flights bookings to all regions of the world have fallen sharply 

4- Travel restrictions throughout the world because of coronavirus  

 The research organization has figure development of only 2.4% in 2020, down from 

2.9% in November 2019 (see figure 5 below). It additionally said that a “more drawn out 

enduring and increasingly escalated” flare-up could split development to 1.5% in 2020 as 

manufacturing plants suspend their movement and laborers remain at home to attempt to 

contain the infection. Figure (6) shows that the movement business has been hugely affected, 

with aircrafts cutting flights and sightseers dropping work excursions and occasions (Wu et al, 

2019; Kaminska, 2020). 

 
 

Figure (5) Coronavirus influences global stock market since the start of the outbreak 
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Figure (6) Economic growth (GDP) in 2020 

 

 

Figure (7) Flights bookings decline to all regions of the world 

 Kaminska (2020) and Lind (2020) argue that information from investigation firm 

Forward Keys for the period up to March 2020 shows worldwide flights booked from the US 

are behind by 37% in examination with a similar period in 2019 (see figure 8 below). Limitations 

presented by the Trump organization on movement between the US and European air 

terminals, except for those in the UK and Ireland, are probably going to decrease generally 

speaking traffic much further. China makes up 33% of assembling all around, and is the world's 

biggest exporter of merchandise. However, movement has diminished in the alleged "workshop 

of the world" as production lines stop their tasks to attempt to contain the spread of Covid-19. 

Further, dread of the coronavirus episode implies that a few people are deciding to maintain a 

strategic distance from exercises that may open them to the danger of disease, for example, 

going out shopping. Cafés, vehicle sales centers, hotels, malls and shops have all revealed a fall 

in client request. 
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Fourth: What is the Likely Recovery Path?  

 Regardless of whether economies can maintain a strategic distance from the downturn 

or not, the way back to development under Covid-19 will rely upon a scope of drivers, for 

example, how much interest will be deferred or predestined, whether the stun is really a spike or 

endures, or whether there is auxiliary harm, among different elements. Harvard Business Review 

(2020) reported three wide situations for the economic shocks and depicted them as: V shaped 

scenario, U shaped scenario, and L shaped scenario (see figure 8 below). 

 

Figure (8) Scenarios of Economic Shocks 

Source:  Harvard Business Review (2020) 

 V-molded: This situation portrays the “work of art” genuine economy stun, an 

uprooting of yield, however development in the long- run bounce back. Right now, 

development rates could completely retain the stun. Despite the fact that it might appear to be 

hopeful in the midst of the present. Melancholy, we think it is conceivable.  

 U-formed: This situation is the terrible kin of V, the stun endures, and keeping in mind 

that the underlying development way is continued, there is some lasting loss of yield. Is this 

conceivable for Covid-19? Completely, yet we would need to see more proof of the infection's 

real harm to make this the base case.  
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 L-molded: This situation is the terrible and poor connection of V and U. For this to 

emerge, you'd need to trust in Covid-19's capacity to do noteworthy basic harm, for example 

breaking something on the economy's stock side, the work advertise, capital arrangement, or the 

profitability work. This is hard to envision even with cynical suspicions. Sooner or later we will 

be on the opposite side of this plague. 

III. CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

 In this study, we contribute to the ongoing debate on the supporting and place of 

refuge possibilities of cryptocurrency during the ongoing wellbeing emergency in the world, the 

COVID-19 episode. The purpose of this research paper is to answer the following questions: (1) 

How to keep the various businesses within the cryptocurrency economy running well in the 

event of a coronavirus spread? (2) Why Cryptocurrency would be a Safe haven during the 

coronavirus crisis? (3) How Coronavirus: has shaken the worldwide economies? and (4) What is 

the Likely Recovery Path? 

 The study reveal that policy makers during crises and epidemics should not become 

reliant on projections. Financial markets are as of now reflecting incredible vulnerability. A wide 

scope of situations stay conceivable and ought to be investigated by organizations.   They should 

not also permit financial markets gyrations to cloud judgment about the business they lead. 

Business managers should focus on purchaser certainty signals; trust their own impulses, and 

expertise to use their organization's information in adjusting such experiences. The effect will 

not be uniform, and the ends will be explicit to their industry. Economists and policy makers 

should plan generally advantageous and get ready for the most exceedingly awful directions. 

Further, they should remember that a V-molded recuperation is the conceivable situation 

adroitly and observationally.  

 Moreover, regardless of its numerous downsides, cryptocurrency can be viewed as a 

safe haven asset. To be sure, one of the attributes of Cryptocurrency is its relative effortlessness 

as far as money related component and approaches. A benefit can be exchanged effectively, with 

no gathering having more data than the other does. On a few events, Cryptocurrency has 

assumed its job as a place of refuge the Greek emergency, the Cypriot emergency, Brexit, 

China's developing logjam, India's demonetization, Venezuela's emergency, among others. For 

every one of these cases, individuals need to stop their dark cash (in old money notes) in 

Cryptocurrency keeping in mind the desire to acquire an elective cash, driving up the 

Cryptocurrency cost. Truth be told, the loss of confidence in the strength of banking framework 

and the future financial security intensified, and showcase vulnerability increased over the globe. 

Cryptocurrency, which lives outside the limits of a solitary nation’s governmental issues, has 

benefitted from the progressing instability. Nevertheless, cryptocurrency does not seem to share 

the qualities of customary place of refuge ventures, for example, gold. Despite the fact that 

Cryptocurrency is a fluid resource even in the midst of market unrest, it is a high-hazard, 

unpredictable and theoretical speculation. Another disadvantage is connected to the way that 
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 Cryptocurrency is presented to some profound blemishes. For example, the abrupt 

demise of the proprietor of Canada's greatest cryptographic money trade lofting around £145 

million of digital currency secured a computerized wallet to which he supposedly had the main 

secret word. Once more, it merits glancing back at history to put the potential effect way of 

Covid-19 experimentally. Indeed, V-shapes corner the exact scene of earlier stuns, including 

pestilences, for example, SARS, the 1968 H3N2 (Hong Kong) influenza, 1958 H2N2 (Asian) 

influenza, and 1918 Spanish influenza.  

 Along these lines, cautious thought of financial specialists is looked for with the goal 

that the potential dangers of interests in Cryptocurrency do not exceed the plausible advantages. 

Future researchers may dissect and improve the risk return relationship in a portfolio structure 

during the peaceful and nervous periods to test the flexibility and volatility of cryptocurrency. 

Future research may also investigate what small scale or macroeconomic or heritage will Covid-

19 have? What openings or difficulties will emerge? How to address the post-emergency world. 

Would we be able to be a piece of quicker appropriation of new advances, new procedures, and 

so forth? Could we in the end discover advantage in difficulty for stock markets, organization, 

customers and society? 
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